Autumn Leaves | Various Artists
Half Speed Recording and Soundcape Completion

01. Martin Clarke “Rugby Furnace”
02. Peter Cusack “Chemistry Down”
03. Peter Cusack “Chemistry Frog”
04. Robert Convery “Silent Landscapes No.2”
05. Yannick Chabot “Aum Yan”
06. John Lewis-Driver “Photographs of Glasgow Underground”
07. Roland Ofly “The Two Sides Of The River”
08. Jem Finer “Water And Birds 1”
09. Charlie Fink “Four Wild Places”
10. Patrick Evett “Klawarmint, Black Woodpecker, Dryocopus martia”
11. Jem Finer “Church Door And Window”
15. Cathy Lewis “On The March”
17. Atmi Péturssons “Driemars”
18. Andrea Poli “I Hear the Heartbeat of the City Mix Except”
19. Tom Rimke “The Resounding Body”
20. Lasse Mar Richard “Sturm”
22. Lucas Santans “Locastream: An Audio Tape”
23. 100 Finnish Soundscapes “Kemaboom”
24. 100 Finnish Soundscapes “Rain Drop On A Shingle Roof”
25. 100 Finnish Soundscapes “Throwing Small Pebbles On The Ice”
27. B. Werner “Bekken”
28. Saimi Voilely “Moving Stones”
29. Elin Werner “Chill Within Interviews Except”
30. Claudia Wegner “East End To Columbia Road”
32. John Wymars “Same Time She Has Died (edR)”
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